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Change log 

Latest update—December 2020 

Key actions that partners need to take 

We have refreshed the guide to capture some key actions that partners need to take, which include: 

1. Action needed—CSP partner tenant selection:  

Ensure that you have an active CSP tenant in the region that can be selected for the migration 

activity. Microsoft requires all partners to complete this association. If this activity is not done, all 

migrations for your customers will fail. 

2. Action needed—pre-migration activities to be completed:  

Before the migration process can be initiated, there are certain pre-migration activities that need 

to be completed by customers or partners that have Access on Behalf of their customers. 

3. Azure migration:  

Complete the Office 365 migration before you start your Azure migration. 

4. Customers are notified of their Office 365 migration status via Message center:  

Message Center will be the primary channel through which Microsoft will communicate the 

migration date and migration status with customers. Partners who have admin on behalf of their 

customers, will be able to access Message center. One week prior to the start of the tenant 

migration, you will receive a notice in the Message center service with your migration date, which 

will serve as a final reminder that all prerequisites must be complete. 

 

September 2020: 

 First version of the Operations Guide 
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End-to-end migration process overview 

This section will provide you with an overview of the migration experience for partners and customers. 

Partners are informed 

about the operational 

impact of migration. 

Manually cancel 
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cancel their 

subscription. 
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and its benefits. 

Customers opt to 

cancel subscription. 
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Office 365, 
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Partners 
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Microsoft 

assistance
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Partner tenant selection: 

Follow the step-by-step 

process. 

Customers opt in 

for migration 

through the M365 

admin center. 
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at renewal 

Azure 
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Complete the customers’ 

pre-work here. You can 

do this as soon as you 

opt in.  

Notifications: Customers 

will be informed 15 days 

in advance of the 

migration. 

Customers will receive a 

notification five days 

before migration through 

Message Center. 

 

Migration will begin. 

Note that this will not 

affect the customers’ or 

partners’ business. 

 

Customers will be 

notified through 

Message center as 

migration progresses. 

(see below for further 

details on migration 

order for workloads) 
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/partner-center/partner-center-for-microsoft-cloud-germany
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/partner-center/partner-center-for-microsoft-cloud-germany
https://review.docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/ms-cloud-germany-transition?view=o365-21vianet&branch=josephd-Germany-cloud-ongoing
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Introduction to the migration and its benefits 

Microsoft recently announced the availability of new datacenter regions in Germany, with Microsoft Azure, 

Microsoft 365, Microsoft Dynamics 365, and Microsoft Power BI cloud services. 

Our new cloud regions in Germany will provide access to the latest productivity solutions and cloud services, 

backed by comprehensive security features and in-country customer data residency to help meet specific 

compliance and regulatory requirements. To better serve customer needs with these advantages that are 

consistent with our global cloud offering, we will retire MCD approximately one year from now. 

We recommend that you refer to the following documents to further understand the purpose of the 

migration and its benefits: 

1. Brief overview: Microsoft Cloud Deutschland migration 

2. Introduction: Migrating from MCD to the new German datacenter regions 

3. FAQ: Migrating from MCD to the new German datacenter regions 

Operational impact on partners 

As you start building your migration plan with your customers, there are a few operational impacts that you 

should be aware of.  

Action needed—CSP partner tenant selection 

Before you can migrate a customer subscription from Microsoft Cloud Germany to another European 

region, you must have an existing CSP account that is in that region and is active. If you don’t have one, 

you’ll be prompted to create one during CSP account selection in Partner Center. After you create the new 

account, your customers will be associated with the selected tenant.  

If you already have a CSP account: 

1. Sign in to your CSP Microsoft Cloud Germany tenant as global admin. 

2. Navigate to the CSP Overview page from the left menu. 

3. When prompted, select I already have a tenant in the European region, and then select Next. You’ll 

be prompted to sign into the new tenant. 

Microsoft requires all partners to complete this association. If this activity is not done, all migrations for 

your customers will fail. For more details, reference this document. 

Action needed—pre-migration activities to be completed 

Before the migration process can be initiated, there are certain pre-migration activities that customers will 

need to complete. These pre-migration activities need to be completed by customers or partners who 

have access on behalf of their customers. You can begin the pre-work phases now as these are critical to 

ensure successful migration and usage upon completion. 

 

https://www.microsoft.com/de-de/cloud/deutsche-rechenzentren
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/resources/detail/brief-overview-microsoft-cloud-deutschland-migration-pdf
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/resources/detail/introduction-migrating-from-mcd-to-the-new-german-datacenter-regions-pdf
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/resources/detail/migrating-from-mcd-to-the-new-german-datacenter-regions-faq-pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/partner-center/partner-center-for-microsoft-cloud-germany#migrate-customers-from-microsoft-cloud-germany-to-another-european-region
https://docs.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/enterprise/ms-cloud-germany-transition-add-pre-work?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/enterprise/ms-cloud-germany-transition-add-pre-work?view=o365-worldwide
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For more information on the pre-migration activities: 

1. Navigate to docs.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/enterprise/ms-cloud-germany-

transition?view=o365-worldwide. 

2. On the navigation pane on the left side of the screen, select Additional information. 

3. Under this section, select Pre-work. You will find the necessary pre-migration activities listed here. 

 

 

Accepting the MCA to support the migration 

The Supplement to the Online Services Terms for Microsoft Cloud Deutschland has changed to include 

terms that will enable Microsoft to migrate your customers’ data and subscriptions from MCD to a new 

datacenter. Learn more about the impact of these terms and ensure that your customers have accepted the 

new MCA. 

To make sure that customers are aware of the MCA and the associated Online Services Terms (OST), 

Microsoft will present customers with the MCA upon the first transaction in the international datacenter. 

You can find our contractual commitment for the storage location of customer data at rest in the Microsoft 

Online Services Terms (OST). 

Updating operational and contractual documents 

As there could be pricing and subscription term updates, you might want to determine the impact these 

might have on your internal processes and the contracts that you have shared with your customers. 

Billing cycle 

During the migration process, all your customers’ SKUs will be migrated together at a specific time, avoiding 

major impact on partner billing cycles. As per the existing process, the billing logic will remain the same for: 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/enterprise/ms-cloud-germany-transition?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/microsoft-365/enterprise/ms-cloud-germany-transition?view=o365-worldwide
https://www.microsoftvolumelicensing.com/DocumentSearch.aspx?Mode=3&DocumentTypeId=64
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/licensing/product-licensing/products
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/licensing/product-licensing/products
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 Azure subscriptions 

Once the Azure subscriptions (RI, Software, and Marketplace) have been migrated, their billing will 

be monthly and based on the calendar month. The invoice will be sent on the 8th of every month. 

For example, all orders for RI, Software, and Marketplace made between March 1 and 31 will be 

invoiced on April 8. 

 Microsoft Office, Dynamics, and Power BI subscriptions 

The billing for Office, Dynamics, and Power BI subscriptions will be based on the partner’s 

designated billing date. For example, if your billing date is the 15th of each month, all orders placed 

between February 15 and March 14 will appear on the invoice sent on March 15. 

Billing frequency will reflect the original selection prior to migration. For example, if annual billing was 

selected for O365, the same billing frequency will carry over to MCI. 

Product availability and pricing 

Compare the availability of services across the existing and new datacenter regions by referring to 

this document. During the migration from Microsoft Cloud Deutschland to the Office 365 services, the 

Germany service-specific SKUs are replaced with global versions of the same or similar SKU. For more 

details, refer to this document. 

Azure: On top of improved service availability, the services that will be in the new German regions will be 

up to date and consistent with other global Azure regions. 

 Azure pricing in the new German regions is consistent with other EU service locations. 

 You can find the latest plans and a complete comparison of Azure products by region. 

Microsoft 365: The new regions will be integrated into our global cloud but will keep Microsoft 365 core 

customer data resident in Germany without a data trustee. 

 Microsoft 365 pricing in the new German regions is consistent with other EU service locations. 

 Customer tenants in the new German regions will have full feature parity across the Microsoft 365 

feature set, which is consistent with all Microsoft datacenters connected to the global cloud. 

 Microsoft Dynamics 365: The new regions will be integrated into our global cloud but will keep 

core customer data resident in Germany without a data trustee. 

 Business Applications pricing in the new German regions is consistent with other EU 

service locations. 

 Review the roadmap for the latest information. 

During the migration from Microsoft Cloud Germany to the German datacenter regions, existing Skype for 

Business Online customers will transition to Microsoft Teams. Go to Getting started with your Microsoft 

Teams upgrade for more information. 

Office 365 Video is being retired on March 1, 2021. If you choose to migrate your Office 365 tenant to the 

new German datacenter regions, Office 365 Video will not be supported after the SharePoint Online 

migration is completed.  Learn more by going to this page. 

Download pricing details for license-based, usage-based, and one-time purchases from the Pricing and 

offers page, available from your Partner Center menu. 

https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/resources/detail/services-comparison-existing-and-new-german-datacenter-pdf
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/ms-cloud-germany-transition?view=o365-worldwide#during-the-subscription-migration-what-skus-and-licenses-will-be-applied-to-my-organization-and-users
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/global-infrastructure/services/?products=all&regions=germany-non-regional,germany-central,germany-north,germany-northeast,germany-west-central
https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-us/geographic-availability/
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-start-here
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoftteams/upgrade-start-here
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/stream/migrate-from-office-365#microsoft-cloud-deutschland-timeline
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/partner-center/pricing-and-offers
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Customers can opt to cancel their subscriptions 

Customers who choose to remain in the MCD offering will remain unaffected by this transition, and the 

existing definition of service for the MCD environment applies until October 2021. 

If customers prefer not to migrate, they have the option to cancel their existing subscriptions. To cancel 

their subscriptions, customers should contact their CSP partner. Customers cannot change their own 

subscriptions directly with Microsoft. 

Learn more about how you can assist customers in cancelling specific subscriptions. 

Partners confirm their customers’ willingness to migrate 

Note: If you have Azure and Office 365 subscriptions to migrate, you must wait for the Office 365 migration 

to be completed before you start your Azure migration. You can track the status of the Office 365 migration 

through Message center. 

Office 365, Dynamics 365, and Power BI migration 

1. Customers opt in for migration 

Existing Microsoft Cloud Germany (MDC) customers can now begin to migrate their Office 365, 

Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement, and Power Platform BI subscriptions. The first step is to opt in to 

a Microsoft-led migration to our new German datacenter regions. 

If you’re acting as an admin on behalf of your customers, you can also individually opt them in for 

early migration via the Microsoft 365 admin center. 

For organizations who opt in to the Microsoft-driven approach, migrations are expected to take place 

in 2021. As a result of the migration, core customer data and subscriptions will be moved to the new 

German regions. 

Learn more about the steps that need to be taken for the opt-in process. When we’re ready to start 

your migration, we will inform you through Message center in the Microsoft 365 admin center. 

2. Automatic migration at renewal  

Customers will be automatically migrated after their next renewal. When we’re ready to start your 

migration, we will inform you through Message center in the admin center. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/partner-center/create-a-new-subscription#suspend-or-cancel-a-subscription
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/ms-cloud-germany-migration-opt-in
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/ms-cloud-germany-migration-opt-in
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/enterprise/ms-cloud-germany-migration-opt-in
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/admin/manage/message-center?view=o365-worldwide
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/admin/manage/message-center?view=o365-worldwide
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Azure migration  

Partners will need to work closely with their customers to develop a migration plan. If you have Office 365 

subscriptions to migrate, complete the Office 365 migration before you start your Azure migration. If you’re 

an admin on behalf of your customers, you can also individually opt them in for early migration via the 

admin center. 

 

Review the Azure migration playbook, which outlines the recommended steps that will need to be taken to 

migrate the workloads. Microsoft also provides technical migration support to customers and partners 

needing guidance or assistance with migrating workloads to Azure public regions. You can initiate this by 

reaching out to AzureDEMigration@Microsoft.com. 

If you haven’t manually migrated your Azure resources to a new region by October 29, 2021, your Azure 

resources will be stopped. 

Customers are notified of their Office 365 migration status via 

Message center 

Migration does not immediately begin when opt-in occurs. Your organization is added to the list of tenants 

that are scheduled for later migration. One week prior to the start of the tenant migration, you will receive 

notice in the Message center service as a final warning that all prerequisites must be complete. 

To help customers keep track of the migration status, Microsoft will notify them on the progress through 

Message center. 

To open Message center, go to the Office 365 admin center. 

Select Health > Message center. 

Customers will receive notifications in Message center at different phases of the migration. The following is 

a list of the migration phases and the respective messages that customers will receive: 

 Note:  

We support the automated migration of your Microsoft 365 environment as well as the underlying tenant information that is 

common between Microsoft 365 and Azure. 

If you want to keep a common Azure Active Directory for Azure and Microsoft 365, you’ll need to wait and migrate Azure 

after your Microsoft 365 migration is complete. Since you might not complete your Azure migration for a period of time after 

Microsoft 365 is migrated, you will still have access to Azure resources from portal.microsoftazure.de. Be sure to complete 

your Azure migration before October 29, 2021. 

If keeping a common Azure Active Directory is not a priority for you or you need more than three months to migrate all your 

Azure applications, you can disconnect your Azure services from your Microsoft 365 DE tenant by migrating to a new region 

today. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/germany/germany-migration-main
mailto:AzureDEMigration@Microsoft.com
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=2070717
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?linkid=2070717
https://portal.microsoftazure.de/
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1. Beginning of migration: This is the first message that will be published five business days ahead of 

the migration start. 

Message: Your organization’s move to Office 365 Germany region will begin soon. 

2. Azure AD migration 

Message: Your Office 365 organization’s Azure AD directory move from Microsoft Cloud Germany to 

worldwide is complete. 

3. Subscription and license migration 

Message: Your Office 365 organization’s subscription and license transition to worldwide is complete. 

4. SharePoint migration 

Message: Your Office 365 organization’s SharePoint and OneDrive site move to worldwide is 

complete. 

5. Exchange migration 

Message: Your Office 365 organization’s Exchange Online transition to worldwide is complete. 

6. Skype for Business migration 

Message: Your Office 365 organization’s Skype for Business to Microsoft Teams transition in 

worldwide is complete.  

7. Dynamics migration 

Message: Your Office 365 organization’s Dynamics 365 instance transition to worldwide is complete. 

8. Power BI migration 

Message: Your Office 365 organization’s Power BI service transition to worldwide is complete. 

9. Tenant migration completion 

Message: Your organization’s move to Office 365 Germany region is complete. 

Partners track the migration status of their customers 

Azure migration 

We encourage you to work closely with your customers through the Azure migration process. If you’re keen 

to track the migration status, our recommendation would be to analyze your customers’ Azure consumption 

reports to determine if they have migrated. 

Note: If your customers have zero consumption, it’s not an absolute confirmation that migration 

is complete. 

O365 migration  

Partners with admin-on-behalf privileges can track the migration progress in the customer/tenant-specific 

Admin Center Message Center accessed through Partner Center.    

Partners receive credit and rebill for MCD subscriptions during 

migration  

MCD subscriptions are cancelled and the MCI subscriptions are ordered at the same time during tenant 

migration. The credit and rebill activity will take place when the MCD subscriptions are cancelled. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/partner-center/analyze-azure-usage
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/partner-center/analyze-azure-usage
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For example, as part of migration, if the partners MCD subscription is cancelled on March 24, this will 

initiate a credit of the entire original charge (full month) and a rebill of the period up until the cancellation 

(March 20 to March 24) . 

The billing period will not change. For instance, if the subscription billing date is the 20th of each month, 

the customer is charged for the entire month (March 20 to April 19).  

 

The credit will go towards the MCD tenant while the rebill will apply to the MCI tenant. 

Partners receive an invoice from the new datacenter region, with 

the overview provided in the reconciliation (recon) file 

Once the migration has been successfully completed, partners will receive the new MCI invoice. The recon 

file associated with it will provide a detailed overview of the new subscriptions in MCI. There will be no 

change to the structure of the invoice and the recon file. 

Questions 

We recommend referencing the FAQ document where we have consolidated common questions that 

partners and customers might have. If you’re unable to find an answer to your question, contact your 

Microsoft representative if you have been assigned one, or submit a support ticket through Partner Center. 

We’ll continue to update this guide and provide you with more details over the coming weeks. Make sure 

to periodically check the collection in the Operations Readiness resources gallery for the latest 

readiness assets. 

 Note:  

If the cancellation of MCD subscriptions and the ordering of the MCI subscriptions overlap on the billing date (for example, 

11:50 PM on the 20th to 2:00 AM on the 21st) you’ll see a double billing on the first invoice. However, the credit will be applied 

in the following month. 

https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/resources/detail/migrating-from-mcd-to-the-new-german-datacenter-regions-faq-pdf
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/dashboard/support/csp/servicerequests?category=csp
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/resources/collection/mcd-german-cloud-migration#/

